Let L = ab denote a non-closed smooth arc with end-points a and b. L is lying on the complex plane. Let L q = L -|a,b|. For each t € L Q let t* denote this end-point (either a or b) for which the following condition holds: le. tt = min(le.at,le.tb), where le. denotes length. Analogously for any t 1 e L let t? denote this { 1 ^ * a,bj for which le.t^t^ = = min(le.a i fc 1 ,le.tVb) holds. If t and t 1 are both in the L o> then we assume that le.tt ^ le.t^t^.
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ON SOME CLASS PRESERVED BY A SINGULAR INTEGRAL WITH A DEVIATED ARGUMENT
Let L = ab denote a non-closed smooth arc with end-points a and b. L is lying on the complex plane. Let L q = L -|a,b|. For each t € L Q let t* denote this end-point (either a or b) for which the following condition holds: le. tt = min(le.at,le.tb), where le. denotes length. Analogously for any t 1 e L let t? denote this { 1 ^ * a,bj for which le.t^t^ = = min(le.a i fc 1 ,le.tVb) holds. If t and t 1 are both in the L o> then we assume that le.tt ^ le.t^t^.
It is known (see [l] ) that for any two points t and t^ • belonging to a smooth arc L the following condition holds (1) X le.tt., |t-t 1 | le.tt-j, where X denotes a positive number connected with tne given arc L. Let 50(C) be any increasing and continuous function defined on the interval <0; +00) for which (0) = 0 and the condition (2) V V iP(tfff)
holds. Let § denote the set of all functions y>(6) for which (2J holds. T.' e consider a subset of § . Namely, con- Let s(t) : L "-L be any one-pnto-one function. It is assumed that s(t) preserves direction of the arc L and satisfies the following condition atti-Bit. 
where C^ denotes a positive number independent of the function h(t). The inequalities (7) and (8) where Cy = max(C^,Cg). Therefore for the function (6) the condition (4) holds with constant CyM.
Prom (12) and (17) it follows that the function F(t) defined by the formula (6) belongs to the class J\ (CM,«,^), where C = max(C^,Cy) is a positive number independent of the function h(t).
Q.E.D.
